Coyote Awareness for Coexistence

Tips to peacefully coexist with coyotes

DO NOT FEED COYOTES: keeping coyotes wild is key for coexistence.

REMOVE ATTRACTANTS: feed pets inside, contain waste, compost and pick up any fallen fruit.

SUPERVISE YOUR PETS: walk dogs on leash and keep cats indoors especially at dawn and dusk.

KEEP COYOTES WARY: if approached, make yourself big and loud. Wave arms and make noise.

APPRECIATE WILDLIFE: from a respective distance.

If a coyote is acting sick, injured or threatening, please call (812)349-3492

The City of Bloomington Animal Care and Control does not trap or remove healthy wildlife. We can assist with more tips on how to coexist with the surrounding wildlife. If needed, contact the Indiana Department of Natural Resources at www.in.gov/dnr/